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 iR Shell is a feature rich PSP emulator that has been around since 2002. This is one of the few pieces of software that I would recommend to any PSP fan, regardless of their gaming experience. If you aren't familiar with iR Shell, it offers a VITA exclusive jailbreak of the PSP, the ability to use PSP memory cards from games on any PSP system, and has the power to load any PSP game, in any
format. If you want to explore your new Vita, download the iR Shell for your PC and follow the instructions that can be found here. From here you can run the emulator from your PC, download files from the PSP memory cards to your PC, and play the game using the iR Shell. If you're able to download the game to your Vita, I'd recommend doing so. If you're looking for more PSP games that are
not on the PlayStation Store, here are a few to check out: - Gravity Rush (I purchased it from the PS Store, but I'm not sure if it's on the Vita's memory.)- Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee (It's not on the Vita's memory, so you may have to buy it from the PS Store.) It's a great time to be a PSP fan, and there's still so much to do. For more on the iR Shell, check out the following links: iR Shell support iR

Shell GitHub Page iR Shell Dev Forum -Mario & Luigi: Superstar Saga (This game was released for the PSP in 2010, and it's worth checking out if you haven't played it.)-Majora's Mask 3D (This game was released for the PSP in 2010 and it's worth checking out if you haven't played it.)-God Eater 2 (This game was released for the PSP in 2012 and it's worth checking out if you haven't played it.)
You should check out iR Shell. It's worth it. There's a lot of great PSP games that are not on the PlayStation Store that you can play. What are some games that you've been playing on the Vita? Leave a comment with the links to your favorite games. Wednesday, June 11, 2013 Summer has arrived and I'm going to use this opportunity to share a few of my favorite games that I have been playing on the

PlayStation Vita. These are games that I purchased 82157476af
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